All-Lignin Polyelectrolyte Multilayers as Renewable and Biodegradable Nanofiltration Membranes
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ABSTRACT: Polyelectrolyte multilayers have proven to be versatile materials for the fabrication of nanofiltration membranes with a wide range of properties and applications. A problem of these membranes is that they are made of nonrenewable and nonbiodegradable fossil resources, rendering them unsustainable for the future. To solve this, we present lignin as a renewable and biodegradable alternative for the fabrication of polyelectrolyte multilayer membranes (PEMMs). Here, lignosulfonate was used as a polyanion in combination with modified Kraft lignin as a polycation in a layer-by-layer self-assembly process to coat hollow fiber support membranes to obtain so-called all-lignin PEMMs. The PEMMs showed loose nanofiltration properties (molecular weight cutoff > 1 kDa, MgSO₄ retention 20%) that could easily be fine-tuned by changing the ionic strength of the coating solutions. Furthermore, the lignin PEMMs have excellent stability in saline solutions of up to 5 M NaCl and were stable in a pH range from 1 to 11. Additionally, the lignin retained its biodegradable properties in the presence of laccase enzymes after forming a PEMM. Our results indicate that lignins are a suitable candidate for replacing fossil-based polyelectrolytes for the fabrication of chemically stable, renewable, and biodegradable PEMMs.
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INTRODUCTION

Natural organic matter (NOM) is a mixture of complex organic compounds present in aquatic environments that are known to create problems in drinking water treatment plants.¹⁻³ In the past few decades, the concentration of NOMs has been increasing in surface waters all over the world to such an extent that conventional water treatments such as coagulation fail to sufficiently remove these NOMs in some cases.³⁻⁶ Therefore, in recent years, wastewater treatment plants have looked toward nanofiltration (NF) membranes for the removal of NOMs due to their ability to selectively remove small organic compounds while retaining a good permeability toward ions needed for drinking water.²,³,⁷ Especially, hollow fiber (HF) NF membranes are looked to for this task due to their stability against the physical cleaning required to remove the membrane fouling that NOMs cause.⁷,⁸

One of the HF membrane types that is currently being used commercially for such applications is the polyelectrolyte multilayer membrane (PEMM).²,⁹,¹⁰ PEMMs are prepared by coating a charged ultrafiltration support membrane alternatingly with positively charged polyelectrolytes (poly-cations) and negatively charged polyelectrolytes (polyanions) to form a polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) that fully covers the porous support.¹⁰,¹¹ Using this layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly method, an active separation layer with well-defined thickness can be formed.¹⁰ The membrane then obtains the mechanical strength of the thicker substrate while keeping the good selectivity and high permeability of the PEM due to its dense, but thin, structure.¹¹ The selectivity of these PEMMs can be easily controlled during the fabrication process. By changing parameters such as the salt concentration or pH of the coating solution, the type of polyelectrolyte, and the number of layers coated, among others, the density and, therefore, the selectivity of the resulting PEMM can be fine-tuned.¹⁰,¹² On comparing PEMMs to other thin film composite membranes such as those prepared through interfacial polymerization (IP), the PEMMs are found to have some clear advantages over the IP-based membranes. The LbL technique used to fabricate PEMMs is considered to be a green and sustainable method due to only water being required as a solvent,¹³,¹⁴ and the LbL technique can be more easily applied to substrates with more complex geometries such as the HF geometry so as to be able to utilize all the advantages
that the HF geometry brings with it, such as their resistance to physical cleaning and their self-supporting structure, among others.\textsuperscript{7,14} Due to the tunable separation properties in the NF range and their simple fabrication method, PEMMs have become an attractive option for water filtration applications, including for the complex problem of NOM removal.\textsuperscript{9,10}

One of the downsides of these membranes is that most PEMMs are, currently, made with limited and nonbiodegradable resources, such as polymers synthesized from fossil-based materials.\textsuperscript{10,15,16} Therefore, even though the LiL fabrication process used for PEMMs is seen as a green and sustainable method, because it only requires water as a solvent,\textsuperscript{13} these PEMMs cannot be considered as a sustainable solution for water shortages and the removal of organic solutes such as NOMs. Thus, a solution to this problem would be to replace the nonbiodegradable and nonrenewable polymers that are currently being used with renewable and biodegradable alternatives. Ideally, here, the support membrane should also be prepared from renewable and biodegradable polymers; such membranes are already being investigated.\textsuperscript{17}

One relevant polymer that could form such a sustainable PEMM would be lignin. Lignin is a nontoxic and renewable polymer originating from the cell walls of plants.\textsuperscript{18} It is the second most abundant biopolymer on earth and is produced through the pulping process in the paper industry, where the yearly production is estimated to be $1.5 \times 10^{11}$ tonnes.\textsuperscript{19} Currently, it is being treated as a waste product and being burnt off for heat recovery, making it a cheap and widely available resource for other applications.\textsuperscript{18–20} Furthermore, lignin with different chemical structures can be obtained depending on the type of pulping process used. Two of these types of pulping process are the sulfite process and the Kraft process.\textsuperscript{15} The sulfite process produces lignin with sulfate groups attached to its structure, making these so-called lignosulfonates water-soluble polyanions ideal for coating PEMs (Figure 1a). The Kraft process produces lignin that dissolves in water under alkaline conditions. This Kraft lignin can, however, easily be modified by reacting its hydroxyl groups with glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride (GTAC) to obtain ammonium groups that turn the lignin into a polycation soluble in water at neutral pHs (Figure 1b), ideal for coating PEMs.\textsuperscript{21–23} Next to this, lignin is stable under hydrolytic conditions due to its aromatic structure,\textsuperscript{24} making it a relatively stable polymer for water filtration applications. However, it can still be biodegraded by enzymes under the right conditions.\textsuperscript{18,25–27} These aspects indicate that lignin is an ideal candidate to act as a renewable and biodegradable polyelectrolyte in PEMMs, and their use in the membrane separation industry can be considered an important step forward toward a circular economy.

In previous research performed with this polyelectrolyte pair,\textsuperscript{21} it was proven that the cationic Kraft lignin and lignosulfonates are capable of forming PEM capsules, which can hold spores. These capsules retained their enzymatic biodegradability. However, modified species of lignin such as Kraft lignin and lignosulfonates are harder to degrade due to their chemical modification varying from that of pristine lignin in nature.\textsuperscript{28} Next to this, PEMMs have already been fabricated using lignin as one of the polyelectrolytes. Lignosulfonates have been used in combination with synthetic polycations in the fabrication of a PEM for the removal of tri- and tetravalent ions,\textsuperscript{29} while unmodified Kraft lignin has also been used in combination with synthetic polycations to form a PEM to act as an antifouling coating for ultrafiltration (UF) membranes used in oil separations.\textsuperscript{30} However, no cationic lignin has ever been used in the fabrication of a PEM. Thus, no all-lignin PEMM has ever been made to obtain a PEM made from renewable and biodegradable resources.

Therefore, to determine if lignin can act as a renewable and biodegradable alternative resource in the application of aqueous filtration using NF membranes, we used lignosulfonate and modified cationic Kraft lignin as a membrane material to coat a poly(ether sulfonate) (PES) hollow fiber UF support membrane to form the first all-lignin PEMM. We measured the permeability, MgSO$_4$ retention, and 90% molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of the membranes in a crossflow setup. Next to this, the stability of the membranes in saline, acidic, and basic environments was determined through overnight treatment with solutions of different salinity or pH. Finally, the biodegradability of the PEMMs was tested by treating the membranes with a laccase enzyme solution to assess the biodegradability of the lignin. The results show that lignin is a suitable material for the fabrication of PEMMs with desirable separation properties, excellent chemical stabilities, and saline stabilities beyond that of synthetic polyelectrolytes while still being biodegradable in the presence of specific enzymes. Our all-lignin PEMMs thus set the basis for the development of renewable and biodegradable nanofiltration membranes.

\section*{EXPERIMENTAL SECTION}

\textbf{Materials.} Sodium chloride (NaCl) (pharmaceutical quality 99.96\%) was obtained from Nouryon; sodium lignosulfonate (TCI, product \#L0098, batch \#V3G6G, see \textbf{Supporting Information S1} for the characterization of the lignosulfonate) and glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride solution (GTAC, 80\% in water) were obtained from TCI; PES hollow fibers (a MWCO of 10 kDa, an inner diameter of 0.7 mm with a negatively charged separation skin, and a permeability
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\caption{(a) Representative structure of lignosulfonate; (b) modification reaction of Kraft lignin with GTAC.}
\end{figure}
of 142.8 L/h \times m^2) provided by NX filtration B.V., Enschede, The Netherlands, were used as supports; magnesium sulfonate heptahydrate (MgSO\textsubscript{4} \cdot 7H\textsubscript{2}O, 99.90%), polyethyleneimine (PEI, MW = 25 000 g/mol), hydrochloric acid solution (HCl, 37% ACS Reagent), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, pellets), 2-chloro-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane (95%), Kraft lignin (Lignin, alkali, Lot#:MKBV58351 V), laccase from Trametes versicolor fungus (0.89 U/mg), sodium azide (NaN\textsubscript{3}, 99.5%), and deuterated chloroform (CDCl\textsubscript{3}, 99.9%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich; endo-N-hydroxy-5-nornbornene-2,3-dicarboximide 97% was obtained from Alfa Aesar; glycerol (85% aqueous solution), sulfuric acid (95%--97%), acetic acid (99.8%), and polyethylene glycol (PEG) (MW 200, 400, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000, and 10 000) were obtained from Merck; deuterium oxide (D\textsubscript{2}O, 99.9%) and pyridine-d\textsubscript{5} (99.5%) were obtained from Deutoer GmbH; Cr(III)acetylacetonate (97%) was obtained from Acrors organics; 2,2′-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (ABTS) was obtained from Roche Diagnostics GmbH; and sodium acetate (99.0%) was obtained from Fluka. The water used in this research was obtained using a Milli-Q Ultrapure water purification system. 2-Propanol (IPA, technical grade) was obtained from Boom.

**Synthesis of Cationic Lignin.** For the synthesis of cationic lignin, the procedure from the study by Peil et al. \textsuperscript{30} was used (Figure 1b). One g portion of Kraft lignin was dissolved into a 0.2 N NaOH aqueous solution to obtain a 1 wt % solution of Kraft lignin. GTAC was added in a molar ratio of 1:2 (OH groups to GTAC) as determined from \textsuperscript{31}P NMR according to the method of Balakshin and Capanema \textsuperscript{31} (Supporting Information S1). The reaction mixture was stirred at 100 rpm for 1 h at 70 °C. Afterward, the mixture was neutralized by adding a 10 wt % solution of sulfuric acid followed by a dialysis against 3 L of deionized water (DI water) for 3 days to remove the excess GTAC and low-molecular weight lignin fractions. A Spectra/Per 7 dialysis membrane made of regenerated cellulose with a MWCO of 1 kDa was used for the dialysis. The water was replaced twice a day. Afterward, cationic lignin was extracted from the dialyzed product and separated from the remaining insoluble lignin fraction: thereafter, the dialyzed product was transferred to centrifuge vials, washed three times with 300 mL of DI water, and centrifuged (15 min, 10 000 rcf) until the supernatant did not show any brown color. The remaining insoluble particles in the supernatant were removed via suction filtration (filter paper: VOS instrumenten VOS-23015, 20–25 μm pore size). Then, the volume of the filtrate was reduced by heating the solution to 50 °C in a beaker and blowing a stream of air over the surface. After the volume was reduced to approximately 50 mL, the solution was freeze-dried and 0.5 g of water-soluble cationic lignin was obtained. The pH of the lignin solutions was measured with a pH meter (Mettler Toledo FiveEasy Plus pH meter) and adjusted with NaOH and HCl solutions to obtain a pH of 6. The pH measurements were repeated using 50 and 500 mM concentrations of NaCl in the coating and rinsing solutions to study the influence of the ionic strength on the growth of the multilayers. The layers were grown onto the silica wafer three times in order to determine the standard deviation.

**Membrane Fabrication.** PEM membranes were created through the dip-coating process. Lignosulfonate and cationic lignin were used as polyelectrolytes. Negatively charged PES hollow fiber UF membranes were used as supports. First, the supports were cleaned by leaving them in a 10 wt % ethanol--water solution overnight to remove the protective glycerol coating filling the pores. For the dip-coating process, two sets of five solutions were made by dissolving NaCl into milli-Q water to create either 5, 50, or 500 mM NaCl solutions. To two solutions of each set was added either lignosulfonate or cationic lignin to obtain a concentration of 0.1 g/L. The pH of the lignin solutions was measured with a pH meter (Mettler Toledo FiveEasy Plus pH meter) and adjusted with NaOH and HCl solutions to obtain a pH of 6. The dip-coating was performed by dipping the supports in each of the three NaCl solutions for 5 min each to rinse the substrate, after which the fibers were dipped for 15 min in the cationic lignin solution. Next, the 3 rinsing steps were repeated before the substrates were dipped into the lignosulfonate solution for 15 min to form 1 bilayer. After coating the desired amount of bilayers, the membranes were left in an aqueous solution containing 15 wt % glycerol overnight, after which the membranes were left to dry overnight. The dried membranes were potted into modules by putting them into separate 24 cm long polyethylene tubes and gluing them into place by injecting Bison polyurethane 2 component glue at the ends of the tube. The glue was then left to harden overnight. For each different membrane type, 4 membranes were fabricated, so the standard deviation could be determined.

**Membrane Characterization.** Pure water permeability, salt retention, MWCO, and salt stability measurements were all performed using a home-built crossflow setup. The details of this setup have been accurately described by Elshof et al. \textsuperscript{35} In the crossflow setup, the fibers were operated in the bore-side feed mode. The temperature of the feed was kept at 20 °C, and the feed was operated at a flow rate of 20 L/h (corresponding to a laminar flow profile) and an average membrane pressure of 2.0 bar. Before any characterization steps, the new membranes were flushed with Milli-Q water for half an hour in the crossflow setup to remove the glycerol.
Pure Water Permeability. The pure water permeability of the membranes was measured by using Milli-Q water as a feed. The permeate was collected over half an hour and weighed. The pure water permeability was then calculated using eq 2.36

\[ P_e = \frac{m}{t \times P \times d_i \times l \times \pi} \]

Here, \( P_e \) is the permeability in \( L/(bar \times h \times m^2) \); \( t \) the time of the experiment in hours; \( P \) the average pressure over the membrane in bar; \( d_i \) the inner diameter of the hollow fiber support in meters; \( l \) the length of the active hollow fiber area in meters; and \( m \) the mass of the permeate in kg. Note that the density of the permeate is taken as 1 kg/L, which is approximately the density of water.

Salt Retention. \( MgSO_4 \) salt was used to determine the divalent ion retention of the membranes. \( MgSO_4 \) was dissolved into Milli-Q water to create a 5 mM solution, which was used as feed. The retention was determined by measuring the conductivity of the feed solution halfway through the measurement and that of the permeate after the measurement using a WTW TetraCon 325 conductometer. The retention was calculated according to eq 3.36

\[ R_e = 1 - \frac{C_p}{C_i} \times 100\% \]

Here, \( R_e \) is the retention of the sample; \( C_p \) is the salt concentration of the permeate; and \( C_i \) is the concentration of the feed.

Molecular Weight Cutoff. MWCO measurements were performed with a feed solution containing 1 g/L of different PEGs with molecular weights of 200, 400, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000, and 10,000 g/mol in Milli-Q water. The membranes were operated in the cross-flow configuration under the same conditions as mentioned above. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC; Agilent 1200/1260 Infinity GPC/SEC series, Polymer Standards Service data center and column compartment) over two Polymer Standards Service Suprema 8 \( \times \) 300 mm columns in series (1000 Å, 10 \( \mu \)M; 30 Å, 10 \( \mu \)M) was used to analyze the retention of the different solutes. GPC analysis was performed on the permeate and on a sample of the feed solution taken halfway through the experiment. For the GPC measurement, an aqueous solution containing 50 mg/L NaN\(_4\) was used as the eluent. The retention was then determined using eq 3. To obtain the MWCO, the data were interpolated to find the molecular weight at which 90% was retained.

Scanning Electron Microscopy. The layer thickness of the lignin PEM was studied by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). To prepare the samples, the membranes were left overnight in a solution of IPA. The cross-sections were prepared by fracturing the membranes after freezing them in liquid nitrogen. Next, the membranes were dried in a vacuum oven at 30 °C overnight, after which they were coated with a 5 nm layer of Pt/Pd using a Quorum Q150T ES (Quorum Technologies, Ltd., UK) sputter coater. The images were captured using a Jeol SEM JSM 7610F field emission scanning electron microscope.

Salt Stability. To investigate the saline stability, NaCl solutions with concentrations of 300, 600, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 5 M were made. Membranes with 9.5 and 10.0 bilayers of lignin were treated with the solutions in order of increasing salinity by leaving them overnight in the solutions. The pure water permeability of the membranes was measured before and after each treatment step. Furthermore, the MWCO and \( MgSO_4 \) retentions were determined before the first treatment and after the 5 M NaCl treatment step. Before the measurements, the membranes were rinsed with pure water until the conductometer could not detect any conductivity, resulting from NaCl in the retentate stream. Between and after the measurements, the liquid inside the module was removed so as to not alter the concentration of the salt solutions and the permeability of the measurements significantly. As drying the membranes could cause the pores of the support to collapse under the capillary pressure, a reference batch of membranes was measured. These membranes were made and treated in the exact same way, except that they were left overnight in pure Milli-Q water instead of NaCl solutions to determine if removing the liquid from the modules would affect the integrity of the membrane.

pH Stability. To test the pH stability, solutions with different pH values were made by adding HCl or NaOH to Milli-Q water. Solutions with pH values of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, and 12 were made. Membranes with 9.5 and 10.0 bilayers of lignin were treated with either the acidic or basic solutions in order of increasing acidity or basicity. The pure water permeability was measured before and after each treatment step, and the \( MgSO_4 \) retention and MWCO were measured before and after the sequence of treatments. The data were compared to those of the same reference membranes of the salt stability tests in order to be able to account for the possible collapse of the pores through drying.

Biodegradability Tests. To assess the biodegradability of the membranes, the procedure of Pan et al.37 was adapted. Membranes were fabricated with 9.5 and 10.0 bilayers of lignin and stored in a 0.1 M acetate buffer solution at pH 4.6 containing 0.5 U/mL of laccase and 0.25 mM ABTS. The solution was kept in a climate control system (WTW TS606/2-i) at 40 °C for 3 weeks. During this time, the solution was exposed to air within the chamber to maintain an oxygen supply for the enzymes. The water that evaporated from the solution during the experiment was replaced to maintain the pH and concentration of the solution. As a reference, a second batch of 9.5 and 10.0 lignin bilayer membranes was stored in the same acetate buffer solution, only without laccase and ABTS, and kept under the same conditions. To determine if the laccase was capable of degrading the lignin membranes, the pure water permeability, \( MgSO_4 \) retention, and MWCO of the membranes were measured before and after the treatments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of the Lignin PEMM Properties. The amount of lignin bilayers needed to close the pores of the support membrane had to be determined in order for us to be able to study the properties of lignin PEMs. This corresponds to the PEMM transitioning from the pore-dominated regime to the layer-dominated regime.38 To determine this point, the odd—even effect was used. This effect is a collective term referring to the difference in properties, caused by a difference in swelling between PEMs terminated with either positively or negatively charged polyelectrolytes. Generally, a switch in the odd—even effect is observed when enough bilayers have been adsorbed to reach the layer-dominated regime,38 which coincides with a large increase in retention and decrease in permeability. To study this effect, PEMMs were fabricated with different numbers of bilayers coated onto the support membranes and their permeability and \( MgSO_4 \) retention were measured.

The results (Figure 2a) show that across the range of 0.5–10.0 bilayers, no switch in the odd—even effect was observed in combination with a large decrease in permeability or large increase in \( MgSO_4 \) retention. However, the permeability did show a steep decline up until 5.5 bilayers, at which point it leveled off. Similarly, the \( MgSO_4 \) retention showed an increase up until 5.5 bilayers, after which it also leveled off. Due to this leveling off of both the permeability and \( MgSO_4 \) retention at the same point, we assume that the pores of the support membrane closed at 5.5 bilayers. The absence of a clear switch in the odd—even effect might be due to a very open structure of the lignin-based membranes, causing the transition from the pore-dominated regime to the layer-dominated regime to not be observed in the odd—even effect.

The statement that the pores of the support membrane were closed after 5.5 bilayers is further supported by the fixed-angle reflectometry data. Using the Q-factors determined by the refractive index measurements (Supporting Information S2), it
was calculated that 11.0 mg/m² of polyelectrolyte absorbs to the silica substrate in 5.0 bilayers in the case of 50 mM NaCl in the coating solution (Figure 3a). Comparing this with results of different PEM systems previously studied in our group, it can be seen that the lignin absorbs more than other PEM systems such as the polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride/polystyrenesulfonate (PDADMAC/PSS) system, which absorbs 5.7 mg/m² under similar conditions. This system, when coated onto the same support membranes as the lignin PEM, is capable of closing the pores in 7 bilayers under the same coating conditions. We believe it is therefore reasonable to assume that the pores for the substrate have closed and the system is in the layer-dominated regime.

To determine the layer thickness of the PEM, SEM images were taken of the bare support membrane and the coated membranes (Supporting Information S3). From the cross-sectional images, no clear distinction can be made between the images of the bare support layer and the coated membranes. However, when looking at the surface images, a clear change in the morphology of the surface can be seen for both the 9.5 and 10.0 bilayer membranes, indicating that lignin is absorbing to the support. The fact that no difference can be observed in the cross-sectional images thus indicates that the thickness of the coating is smaller than that visible on the SEM image, indicating that it is smaller than 100 nm.

To investigate if the PEM forms a homogeneous layer without defects, the sieving curves of the 9.5 bilayer and 10.0 bilayer membranes were measured. In the case of defects, PEG sieving curves tend to show a retention that does not reach 0% or a shoulder in the curve, indicating that defects are letting

---

**Figure 2.** (a) Permeability and MgSO₄ retention measured at different amounts of bilayers. The error bars indicate the standard deviation (N = 4); (b) sieving curves of the 9.5 and 10.0 bilayer membranes measured.

**Figure 3.** Results of the membranes coated with different concentrations of NaCl in the polyelectrolyte coating solutions: (a) reflectometry results showing the adsorption of lignin to a negatively charged silica waver, where the first monolayer adsorbed is PEI; (b) MgSO₄ retention of the membranes; (c) pure water permeability; (d) MWCO. The error bars in the graphs indicate the standard deviation [N = 4 for (b–d) and N = 3 for (a)].
through some larger solute\textsuperscript{39} (see Supporting Information S4 for an example). The 9.5 and 10.0 bilayer membranes were chosen as we were confident that for this amount of bilayers, the pores in the support membrane would be closed. This would then cause slight variations in the coating conditions to not immediately result in open pores of the support, which could then be seen as defects.

Looking at the sieving curves of the 9.5 and 10.0 bilayer membranes, a clear trend with no shoulders in the curve (Figure 2b) can be seen. Furthermore, both curves reach a sieving value of 0%, indicating that no defects are present in the membrane and a homogeneous layer is obtained.

In addition to determining the presence of a homogeneous layer, the sieving curves were used to determine the MWCO of the membranes. The MWCOs were determined to be 1159 ± 34 and 1324 ± 105 Da for the 9.5 and 10.0 bilayer membranes, respectively, indicating that the lignin forms a NF membrane. These results are also in line with the high permeability of 20 L/(m\(^2\) × h × bar) and low MgSO\(_4\) retention of 19% observed (Figure 2). The results thus clearly indicate that the lignin polyelectrolytes are capable of forming a PEMM with separation properties resembling those of loose NF membranes. Comparing these results to the results of synthetic PEMs (see Table 1), it becomes clear that the lignin PEMs form more open membranes, which is likely caused by the more stiff nature and the lower charge density of the lignin\textsuperscript{40,41}

They have the advantage of higher permeability in combination with lower divalent ion retention, avoiding the formation of concentrated brines. However, they come with the cost of a higher MWCO. The high MWCO means that they are not suitable for the removal of organic micropollutants, an application that the synthetic PEMs are mostly used for;\textsuperscript{39,42} however, they are still suitable for the separation of NOMs.\textsuperscript{2} Moreover, on comparing the results of our all-lignin PEMMs to the results of other PEMMs that used lignin as a polyelectrolyte, our membranes show much lower MWCOs and divalent ion retentions while having similar permeabilities. Our all-lignin PEMMs clearly form an improvement over PEMMs in which only one of the polyelectrolytes is lignin. Furthermore, comparing the results of our lignin PEMMs to that of commercial NF membranes with similar MWCOs (Table 2) shows that our lignin PEMMs display a high permeability for the MWCO that they have. These results thus highlight the potential for lignin PEMMs as a high-permeability, loose nanofiltration membrane.

As a final note on the properties of the membranes, the reproducibility of the membranes was investigated by comparing the data of the membranes made from different cationic lignin batches (Supporting Information S5). From these results, it can clearly be observed that the MWCO and MgSO\(_4\) retentions are not influenced by the different batches of cationic lignin. However, the permeability of the membranes can vary from 22.9 to 11.8 L/m\(^2\) × h × bar. The reason for this could be a change in the charge density of the cationic lignin, resulting in a membrane with more or less polar regions in the lignin resulting in more or less affinity to water. From these results, it can thus clearly be seen that membranes with reproducible retentions can be made; however, the synthesis of the cationic lignin must be performed in a more controlled manner to obtain reproducible permeabilities.

**Influence of Salt Concentration in the Coating Solution on Membrane Properties.** An advantage of PEMMs is that their properties can be fine-tuned by the

Table 1. Comparison of Different PEMM Properties with That of the Lignin PEMM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polyelectrolyte pair</th>
<th>coating conditions</th>
<th>measuring conditions</th>
<th>MWCO (g/mol; PEG)</th>
<th>MgSO(_4) retention of 22 bar</th>
<th>PWP (L/m(^2) × h × bar)</th>
<th>pH 6</th>
<th>pH 2</th>
<th>pH 7</th>
<th>pH 5.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAH/PSS</td>
<td>dip-coating, 8 bilayers, pH 6</td>
<td>cross-flow, 5 bar, 1.1 m/s cross-flow velocity</td>
<td>12.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>254 ± 7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDADMAC/PAH**</td>
<td>dip-coating, 8 bilayers, pH 6</td>
<td>cross-flow, 5 bar, 1.1 m/s cross-flow velocity</td>
<td>12.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>283 ± 4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAH/PSS</td>
<td>dip-coating, 8 bilayers, pH 6</td>
<td>cross-flow, 5 bar, 1.1 m/s cross-flow velocity</td>
<td>13 ± 0.06</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>183 ± 14</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDADMAC/PAH**</td>
<td>dip-coating, 8 bilayers, pH 6</td>
<td>cross-flow, 5 bar, 1.1 m/s cross-flow velocity</td>
<td>13 ± 0.06</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>239 ± 29</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAS/PSS</td>
<td>dip-coating, 8 bilayers, pH 6</td>
<td>cross-flow, 5 bar, 1.1 m/s cross-flow velocity</td>
<td>13 ± 0.06</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>170 ± 20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAH/PEI**</td>
<td>dip-coating, 8 bilayers, pH 6</td>
<td>cross-flow, 5 bar, 1.1 m/s cross-flow velocity</td>
<td>13 ± 0.06</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>713 ± 30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI/PSS</td>
<td>dip-coating, 8 bilayers, pH 6</td>
<td>cross-flow, 5 bar, 1.1 m/s cross-flow velocity</td>
<td>13 ± 0.06</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>1148 ± 30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDADMAC/PAH/LS**</td>
<td>dip-coating, 9.5 bilayers, pH 6</td>
<td>cross-flow, 5 bar, 1.1 m/s cross-flow velocity</td>
<td>13 ± 0.06</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>283 ± 4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*Poly(allylamine hydrochloride); \**Polyacrylic Acid; \***Poly(4-aminostyrene); \****Kraft Lignin; \*****Lignosulfonate.
ionic strength of the coating solutions. A higher ionic strength leads to screening of the polyelectrolyte ion groups, resulting in ion–polyelectrolyte interactions called extrinsic charge-compensated interactions. Due to these hydrated ions entering the PEM, the layer swells, resulting in a PEMM with higher permeabilities but lower retentions.

To study the effect of the ionic strength of the coating solution on the PEMM properties, the layer growth of lignin was studied under different coating conditions. The reason for this is that an increase in ionic strength is known to grow thicker PEMs. Therefore, changing the ionic strength will result in more or less lignin absorbing to the support membrane. Thus, a different number of bilayers will be needed to close the pores of the support.

To study the growth of the layers, reflectometry was used with solutions containing 5, 50, and 500 mM NaCl (Figure 3a). The results show that the lignin had a linear growth profile for each of the different NaCl concentrations used. The results were in line with the literature showing that the solutions with the highest NaCl concentration, and thus the highest ionic strength, adsorbed the most lignin.

The membrane properties of the lignin PEMMs coated from different ionic strengths (Figure 3b–d) show mixed results with both the 5 and 500 mM membranes having a higher permeability and lower selectivity than the 50 mM membranes, indicating the formation of a more open PEMM. These results can be explained by the fact that both the layer thickness and the dominant type of charge compensation change with a change in the ionic strength. The increase in permeability and decrease in selectivity from the 50 toward the 500 mM coating solution can be explained by the charge compensation transitioning from intrinsic to more extrinsic, leading to the formation of a more open PEMM. The decrease in permeability and increase in selectivity while going from the 5 mM coating solution to the 50 mM coating solution is, however, caused by the decrease in adsorption of the lignin. As was previously shown from the reflectometry data in Figure 3a and the permeability and retention data in Figure 2a, the 50 mM PEM adsorbed 11 mg/m² in 5 bilayers and was able to close the pores of the support in 5.5 bilayers. As the 500 mM PEM adsorbed more lignin, it is reasonable to assume that it is capable of closing the pores of the substrate within 5.5 bilayers. However, for the 5 mM case, less lignin adsorbs, indicating that more bilayers will be needed to close the pores of the support. The 5 mM PEM was able to adsorb 3.6 mg/m² in 5 bilayers. Therefore, assuming that 15 mg/m² would be enough to close the pores and avoid the formation of any defects, 21 bilayers would be needed to close the pores of the support. As for the sake of comparison, only 9.5 and 10.0 bilayer PEMMs were made, the 5 mM PEMMs are most likely still in the pore-dominated regime. This causes them to appear to have formed a more open PEMM, while, in fact, the PEM itself is most likely more dense due to the intrinsic charge compensation. These results thus indicate that the properties of the lignin PEMM can be fine-tuned by changing the ionic strength of the coating solutions to form a denser or more open PEMM.

Salt Stability. A known issue with PEMMs is their poor stability against saline solutions. As solutions of high ionic strength are capable of screening the ionic charge of the polyelectrolytes, the PEMs are expected to release at high salt concentrations due to being extrinsically charge-compensated. To test the stability of the lignin PEMM against saline solutions, the membranes were exposed to NaCl solutions of different concentrations, and their separation properties were measured before and after exposure. A reference sample was also studied that was not exposed to high salt concentrations but was treated with the same drying and wetting steps.

Looking at the results of the salt stability experiments (Figure 4), one can see that the reference sample remained relatively stable over the course of the experiment. This indicates that the drying and wetting of the membrane did not induce significant collapse of the porous structure of the membrane due to capillary pressures. The fluctuations seen in the measurements can simply be attributed to slight fluctuations in experimental parameters, such as pressure, temperature of the feed, and flow.

In the case of the NaCl-treated membranes (Figure 4), it can be seen that the pure water permeability does not increase significantly during the treatments (Figure 4a). Even though a slight increase in permeability is observed compared with the reference measurement, all data points fall within each other’s margin of error. Looking at the MgSO₄ retention and MWCO, however, a decrease in MgSO₄ retention and increase in MWCO can be observed (Figure 4b,c, respectively). These results indicate that a more open PEMM has been formed. This is most likely due to some swelling of the membrane caused by the polymer–polymer charge interactions (intrinsic charge interactions) becoming more extrinsically charge-compensated. It can therefore be stated that the membranes did not remain fully stable across the entire range up to 5 M. However, much of the lignin did remain adsorbed to the support membrane. This can be seen due to the fact that the pure water permeability and MWCO are still significantly lower than those of the UF hollow fiber support membranes, which have a pure water permeability and MWCO of 142.8 L/(m² × h × bar) and 10 kDa, respectively. Comparing this to the work of Han et al., where a PDADMAC/PSS PEM system was studied, which has the same quaternary ammonium/sulfonate ionic bonds as the lignin PEM system studied in this research, it could be seen that 72% of the mass of the PEM layer desorbs upon treatment with a 5 M NaCl solution. In other work on the PDADMAC/PSS system, similar measurements were performed where the pure water permeability of PDADMAC/PSS membranes was measured after different salt treatments up to 1.5 M. From this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>membrane</th>
<th>membrane material</th>
<th>manufacturer</th>
<th>permeability [L/(m² × h × bar)]</th>
<th>MWCO</th>
<th>source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFPES10</td>
<td>hydrophilic PES support</td>
<td>Nadir</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF80</td>
<td>SPES* support PEM coating</td>
<td>NX Filtration</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepro NF 6</td>
<td>polyamide coating</td>
<td>Ultra</td>
<td>14.1 ± 0.8</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFW 1000</td>
<td>SPES* support PEM coating</td>
<td>Pentair X-flow</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lignin PEMM</td>
<td>SPES* support lignin PEM coating</td>
<td></td>
<td>20 ± 1.4</td>
<td>1159 ± 34</td>
<td>this work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Sulfonated polyethersulfonate.
The fact that the lignin PEM system was capable of retaining a PDADMAC/PSS system remained stable up until 1 M, after which it showed a substantial increase in permeability attributed to the irreversible rearrangement of the multilayer. Next to this, the PDADMAC/PSS system has proven to form very stable ionic bonds compared to other PEM systems.\(^{50}\) The permeability of 25.6 L/(m\(^2\) × h × bar) after a 24 h treatment in 5 M NaCl indicates that it has better stability compared to other systems. The reason for this good stability and the slight decrease in permeability after the 2 M NaCl treatment might be attributed to both the aromatic rings and hydrophobic parts of the lignin. It is known that in lignin, the aromatic rings can form a secondary binding interaction between the different lignin molecules through π–π stacking.\(^{52}\) These bonds could hold the lignin in place even when the ionic bonds break. In combination with this, the hydrophobic parts of the lignin will most likely form hydrophobic regions in the multilayer to avoid contact with water.\(^{18}\) To fully reverse the lignin complexation, these hydrophobic groups would need to redissolve in water. This is, however, unfavorable, providing the multilayer with an extra energy barrier that needs to be overcome to redissolve the lignin. The results of the 9.5 bilayer membranes showed a similar but slightly weaker trend to those of the 10.0 bilayer samples (Supporting Information S6).

**pH Stability.** Another important parameter of membranes is their stability against acids and bases as this provides insights into the applications and cleaning procedures that can be used on the membranes.

To determine the pH range in which the lignin PEMMs were stable, the membranes were left overnight in solutions of increasing or decreasing pH, starting from pure water (pH 7). The reference membranes in the salt stability experiments (Figure 4 and Supporting Information S6) were considered as a reference for these experiments.

The permeability data for the 10.0 bilayer membranes showed that the permeability remained constant for the samples treated with the acidic solutions (Figure 5a). This indicates that the lignin PEMMs remain stable in a pH range from 7 to 1. The MgSO\(_4\) retention (Figure 5b) data support these findings as it does not differ significantly after the treatment with the pH 1 solution. The MWCO data (Figure 5d) show a similar increase to those of the reference samples (Figure 4c), indicating that this increase cannot be attributed to the presence of the acid but was most likely caused by fluctuations in the measurement conditions. The lignin membranes that were treated with the alkaline solutions, however, do show an increase in permeability after treatment with a pH 12 solution (Figure 5c). The MgSO\(_4\) retention and MWCO (Figure 5b,d, respectively) show a decrease and increase, respectively, indicating that the membranes are not stable under these conditions. The MgSO\(_4\) retention of the pH 12 treated membranes shows a drop from 22 to 5.6%, while the MWCO increases to beyond 10 kDa. The exact value of the MWCO for these membranes was not known as the highest MW PEG used in the retention measurement was 10 kDa, which was lower than the MWCO of the membranes. It can, however, be stated that the lignin was nearly completely removed as the MWCO and permeability reached values similar to those of the UF support membrane [10 kDa and 142.8 L/(m\(^2\) × h × bar), respectively, according to the manufacturer]. The instability of the lignin in alkaline conditions is in line with what is reported in the literature as it is known that the β-aryl ether bonds in lignin can be cleaved at ambient temperatures through NaOH.\(^{53}\) Next to this, the pK\(_a\) of lignin is known to be between 6.2 and 11.3, indicating that at pH 12, all hydroxyl groups in the lignin are deprotonated.\(^{54}\) The increase in anionic groups might also start to repel the lignosulfonates from the now zwitterionic Kraft lignin, causing them to redissolve. The results of the 9.5 bilayer membranes (Supporting Information S7) show a trend similar to those of the 10.0 bilayer membranes, indicating that the stability is independent of the charge of the final layer.

From the pH stability results, it can thus be concluded that the lignin PEMMs show good stability over the pH range of 1–11. Applications and membrane cleaning protocols that fall

---

**Figure 4.** Results of the 10.0 bilayer membranes before and after treatment with the entire sequence of salt (NaCl) solutions or drying treatments (reference). The membranes were treated in order of increasing NaCl concentration: (a) pure water permeability; (b) MgSO\(_4\) retention before the 300 mM and after the 5 M NaCl treatments; and (c) MWCO before the 300 mM and after the 5 M NaCl treatments. Error bars indicate the standard deviation (N = 4).
within this range of operation can thus safely be used for these all-lignin membranes.

Biodegradability of the Lignin PEMMs. To investigate the biodegradability of the all-lignin PEMMs, the 9.5 and 10.0 bilayer membranes were treated with a laccase/ABTS enzyme/mediator solution.

Upon addition of the ABTS to the laccase solution, the solution turned a dark blue color, indicating that the laccase was active. During the course of the treatments, the blue color of the solution faded, indicating that the activated ABTS was reacting and the enzymes were losing their activity during the course of the experiment.

On comparing the results of the 10.0 bilayer membranes before and after laccase treatment (Figure 6), an increase in permeability and MWCO can be seen in combination with a decrease in MgSO$_4$ retention in the case of a buffer treatment. This indicates that the membranes became more open. This can be explained due to the ionic strength of the buffer solution, causing the ionic bonds of the membranes to go from more intrinsic to more extrinsic, creating a more open PEMM as was observed in the saline stability experiments performed (Figure 4). However, for the case of the laccase treatment, the permeability and MWCO showed a much larger increase in combination with a larger decrease in the MgSO$_4$ retention. This indicates that the all-lignin membranes had been degraded by the treatment with the laccase enzymes. The lignin had, however, not been fully removed from the substrate as the permeability, which was 36 L/(m$^2$·h·bar), was still significantly lower than that of the bare substrate, which was 142.8 L/(m$^2$·h·bar). The extent of degradation might, however, be more pronounced than seen in the results, as laccase/ABTS can be seen fouling the membrane (Supporting Information S8). The MWCO after the treatment was similar to that of the support membranes as reported by the supplier (10 kDa). This high MWCO in combination with the still low permeability can be understood by the PEMM having large defects caused by the degradation. These defects increase the MWCO without fully removing the lignin in its entirety from the substrate. For the case of the 9.5 bilayer samples, similar results were obtained (Supporting Information S9). It can thus be concluded that the membranes retained their biodegradable properties.

As a final note, the authors discuss the lifetime of lignin PEMMs in operation. Biofouling often occurs during the operation of membranes and might cause the lignin membranes to degrade at undesired moments. We, however, believe this problem to be limited. The reasons for this are that biofouling is mainly caused by bacteria algae and other small organisms. Fungi are not predominant in these types of streams due to the specific pH conditions needed for fungi to thrive. Thus, only specific bacteria are able to degrade lignin in aqueous streams, and bacteria degrade lignin at a slower rate than the fungi. Furthermore, modified lignin such as Kraft lignin and lignosulfonates degrade slower than natural lignin. The cationic Kraft lignin has undergone even further modifications, which most likely slow down the degradation process even more. Additionally, the ionic cross-links in the PEMM decrease the accessibility of the enzymes to the lignin.

Figure 5. pH stability tests of the 10.0 bilayer lignin PEMMs: (a) pure water permeability of the membranes treated in the acidic pH range. The membranes were treated in sequence from pH 7 to 1; (b) MgSO$_4$ retention of the membranes before and after treatment with the entire sequence of either the acid or base solutions; (c) pure water permeability of the membranes treated with alkaline solutions. The membranes were treated in sequence from pH 7 to pH 12; (d) MWCO of the membranes before and after treatment with the entire sequence of either the acid or base solutions. For the pH 12 sample, the MWCO was higher than the MW of the PEGs used. Therefore, it could not be measured. The value displayed is the value of the highest MW of PEG used in the measurement. The red arrow indicates that the MWCO is larger than this value. The error bars in the graphs indicate the standard deviation ($N = 4$).
through forming a dense network. Next to this, it has also been shown that lignin degradation is slower in aqueous environments.

Finally, the biodegradability experiments in this work were performed with enzyme concentrations an order of magnitude higher than those that would occur in natural environments to speed up the degradation process. The three-week timespan is therefore not representative of the actual natural degradation rate. We therefore believe it to be reasonable to assume that the lignin PEMMs would provide a proficient lifetime during operation. The results that are presented above, however, do show that under the right conditions, the lignin can still be biodegraded, highlighting a good balance between stability and degradability when desired. We, however, acknowledge that this claim must be further investigated in the future through lifetime tests with real wastewater.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We were able to fabricate the first all-lignin PEMM by using lignosulfonates in combination with synthesized cationic lignins as a membrane material. The all-lignin PEMMs showed separation properties corresponding to loose NF membranes. Such open NF membranes are normally not reported based on synthetic PEMs. This makes lignin PEMMs the ideal candidates for the removal of larger pollutants, such as NOMs, while avoiding the creation of concentrated brines. We demonstrated that the properties of the lignin PEMMs could easily be modified by changing the ionic strength of the coating solution, proving that the lignin PEMMs could be tailored to suit different applications. Furthermore, the lignin PEMMs are unique in showing good physical and chemical stability while retaining their biodegradable properties when exposed to specific enzymes. We showed that the membranes were stable over a pH range of 1–11 and had stability in saline solutions beyond that of PEMMs made with synthetic polymers. These results thus highlight that lignin allows new types of PEMMs to be formed with separation properties and stabilities not seen before in synthetic PEMMs, adding to the already large versatility of this type of membrane. Furthermore, our results prove that an active separation layer with desirable properties can be fabricated from a bio-based and biodegradable polymer. However, it must be noted that the PES substrate used in this work is not biodegradable, which should be seen as a logical next step. This research can therefore be seen as a step toward building a biodegradable NF membrane in which both the separation layer and support are made from bio-based and biodegradable materials for aqueous separations.
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